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A. CHOOSE	THE	CORRECT	OPTION: 15x1=15

1. What happened when the Lilliputs first discovered Gulliver on their land?
a) A	messenger	immediately	brought	the	news	to	the	Emperor
b) Gave food to him
c) Took him to the capital city

2. Choose the appropriate word for the given meaning-“ a small wheel-like machine through 
which a rope passes, used to lift things”.
a) roller b) pulley c) wheel

3. Meaning of “ Captive” -

a)relax b)freedom c) prisoner

4.  Lilliput poked his _____________ into Gulliver’s left nostril tickling it just like a straw.

a)spear b)needle c) stick

5. How the Gulliver was brought to the city, the next night?

a) in a jeep b)on	a	sled	on	wheels c) on a trolley

6.  Meaning of disused ? 

a) frequent use b) working c) not	used	for	a	long	time

7.   How high the sled was raised from the ground?

a) 3	inches b)2 inches c)5 inches

8.  Meaning of nostril?

a) nasal drop b)nose ring    c) one	of	the	two	holes	in	your	nose

9.  What was the measurement of the sled?

a) 7	foot	long	and	4	feet	wide b)6 feet long c) 10 foot long and 5 feet wide



10. Find the proper word for the given meaning – “ a weapon for throwing, with a long shaft and 

pointed tip”.

a) bow and arrow b) spear c)sword

11. How Gulliver was raised upon the sled ?

a)using ladder b) with	the	help	of	poles	and	pulleys c) with big stools

12. How many horses were used to draw Gulliver to the capital?

a)Two hundred horses b)Hundred horses c) Fifteen	hundred	horses

13. What was the height of the horses used?

a) 4	½	inches b) 6 ½ inches c)3 ½ inches

14. The lack of freedom made Gulliver very _________.

a) happy b)unhappy c)angry

15. Where did they put Gulliver after bringing him to the city?

a) in a forest b) in a palace c) in	an	old	disused	temple
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